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St. Albans Abbey Church.
The painted wooden vault over the Presbytery and the
Saint's Chapel.
A description of its history, structure, and recent repair.
BY JOHN C. ROGERS, A . R . I . B . A .

History.
H E Abbey church as completed by the Norman
abbot Paul de Caen had an eastern limb which
terminated in an apse on the site of what is now
known as the retro-choir, i.e., the open space between
the eastern arches of the Saint's Chapel and the west
end of the Lady Chapel. The Norman aisles also
terminated in apses proportional to their width. For
nearly two centuries the eastern end of the Abbey had
this form, meanwhile the first pointed style, now known
as Early English Gothic, had swept over the country,
causing the majority of Norman churches to be rebuilt
more or less. But this change in style presented to the
Abbots of St. Albans a problem of a more serious
nature than to almost any other church authority at that
time. It was the ever present problem of ways and
means, and appeared so serious in this case because the
beautiful new style with which everyone wanted to
replace the old Norman work was essentially a stone
architecture, whereas here the whole church had been
built of brick and rubble, and pretty roughly at that.
The materials had cost nothing and there had been
very little need for masons. Now, if the Abbey were
to be rebuilt in the early English Style, it meant transporting stone from a distance and employing skilled
masons to work it with all its elaboration of mouldings
and carved foliage, etc.: a vastly more costly mode of
building. However, the Abbots faced up to the
problem and early in the thirteenth century began
rebuilding the western part of the nave in a fine version
of the new manner which included a stone vault to nave
and aisles.
But the scheme proved too costly,
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elaborations such as attached shafts of purbeck marble
were omitted and the nave vault never came into being.
So, when about 1260 it became desirable to rebuild the
presbytery or eastern arm of the church we find ambition
tempered by the hard school of experience.
The date above given was the first year of office of the
twenty-fourth Abbot, Roger de Norton, and before he
died in 1291 it is probable that the new presbytery was
practically complete though perhaps not decorated
The Normans had not built arcades flanking the
presbytery as they had in the choir and nave, but had
enclosed it on north and south sides by thick walls
abutting on the piers of the central tower (a similar
arrangement is to be seen at Furness Abbey).
The two westernmost bays of this enclosing wall were
retained, at least as high as the triforium : thus serving
the double purpose of saving expense and also retaining
buttresses to the tower piers. Upon the inner surfaces
of these walls, the most prominent portions of the new
arch and pier mouldings were worked and inset in stone,
which, until it was disproved by Sir Gilbert Scott, were
held to represent a truly structural early English arcade
afterwards filled in.
And these face mouldings planted on the two solid
Norman bays, gave the span for the arches of the
extension eastwards : yet it is an extraordinary thing
that this established fact was disregarded and that the
three eastern bays, I.e., from the west side of Wheathampsted's tomb to the east end of the Saint's Chapel,
were each made with a span one foot greater.
The irregular setting out is imperceptible to the eye,
and although the presbytery was to have a vaulted
ceiling, that did not trouble the builders because they
had learnt that the new pointed arch form as given to
vaulting ribs in the thirteenth century, permitted a takeup of differences of spacing simply by an adjustment of
radius from which the rib curves were struck.
The
north and south walls of the new presbytery had been
raised to their parapets when, for some reason—probably
the old bug-bear of cost, the abbot resolved to substitute a wooden vaulted ceiling for that of stone originally
contemplated and actually provided for almost up to
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the last minute, as we know by the stone vault springers,
and head stones built on the external face to take the
tops of flying buttresses. A vault of masonry exerts
powerful outward thrusts upon the walls at the points
whence it springs into space and these thrusts have to
be picked up and, either absorbed in the mass of
enormously thick walls as in more primitive styles of
architecture, or conveyed by an arch that flies or spans
over the lower aisle roof and thence by a vertical
buttress to the foundations.
The need for economy, however, evidently was
pressing by the time the clearstorey was reached, for
windows of a very simple type were inserted.
This
falling off in the richness of the work as it ascended
was forcibly commented upon by Lord Grimthorpe, and
he felt so disgusted at what, in his opinion, was the
poor design of the windows of the presbytery clearstorey
that he removed them and inserted a new set which
again in his opinion, were more worthy of their position.
But as forcibly as his Lordship condemned the original
windows I make bold to condemn his audacity in
destroying them. Those thirteenth century windows,
built under the conditions of the time—however stringent, were precious and true survivals of that age and
were part of a complete whole, which in structure if
not in decoration had remained unaltered until he came
upon the scene.
It cannot even be said that his
windows are restorations; they are merely the effort
of a nineteenth century individual in a misguided
attempt to improve upon original work—a deadly
process which gives us only shams for realities, and
destroys the evidence on which our knowledge and
appreciation of old design and craftmanship can alone
be based.
Structure.
The stone vault springers referred to above are
twelve in number, and may be seen in the illustrations
jutting out from the solid masonry between each
window and in the angles at west and east ends. They
commence at their lowest point upon the caps of
attached wall shafts and gradually spread out funnel-
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wise as they rise and develop, to the level where the
suspended shields are seen.
At this level is the actual junction of stone and wood,
i.e., below the shields, the painted springers of collected
ribs are built entirely of stone and well-bonded into
the wall; they terminate behind the shields in a flat
stone shelf, having a surface area of about five square
feet, thus forming platforms for the support of the
wooden upper and major part of the vault.
The
highest point of the vault is the main ridge rib which
runs east to west centrally down the presbytery, it is,
of course, not in one piece, for the length is eighty-five
feet; but the wooden ribs which curve upwards to it
from the stone corbel tables behind the shields are
in fact each one piece; thus the transverse ribs which
spring out squarely from the walls are 18 feet long,
while the diagonal ribs which spring off at an angle
and appear to cross one another at the apex are each
20 feet long.
On close examination it was found that these principal
ribs had extra pieces tenoned on at top and base on
the under side.
This was done by the carpenters
originally for two reasons. At that early period it was
the practise to construct with green timber and to select
trees of moderate sizes as conversion was done by
hewing and riving. It is probable that for these ribs
trees of about three feet diameter were chosen which
would not have sufficient bulk to obtain the full
curvature required and thus the extensions were framed
on as found. That is one reason, and the other is that
had larger trees been employed from which the full
sweep of the curved ribs could have been got, it would
have resulted in rather short grain at the extremities
which is always a weakness in itself, and in addition
would have added to the quantity of sap wood, which
is unavoidably greater in curved members than in
straight, and consequently offers an extensive feeding
ground for the beetle.
It will be clear that the web of ribs not only forms
the supporting framework but that the diagonal ribs
enable cross vaults or interruptions of the longitudinal
surface to be formed in each bay and corresponding
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to the length of a bay, thus making provision for high
arched windows (see illustrations).
On each return
surface of the vault towards the windows will be seen
a smaller rib of rather awkward curvature and very
upright in the illustrations, marked " X " in figs. 3
and 9.
This is a surface rib only, and structurally may be
entirely disregarded; at its tapered foot it is held by
an iron strap built into the stone springer. Its interest
lies in being an alteration. It will be observed that
it steers its way very nicely between two of Abbot
Wheathampsted's roundels and careful inspection will
reveal a narrow vertical strip a little to the inside of
this surface rib, and just clipping the border of the
inner roundel, see fig. 1. That strip, which is a thin
piece of oak, indicates the position of an original lierne
rib which sprang from each diagonal rib and made its
short span to the transverse ridge where it met a boss.
These lierne ribs were removed at the time of the
fifteenth century redecoration carried out by Abbot
Wheathampsted, when the bosses also were shifted
along to stop the top end of the new surface ribs.
The triangular spaces between the ribs are enclosed
by boards of riven oak about three-quarters of an inch
thick and about seven to eight inches wide.
The
illustrations clearly show their horizontal jointing and
the black spots are the heads of nails by which the
boards are held up to small ribs on the upper surface
of the vault specially provided for the purpose of
holding and stiffening the boards. (See left half of
fig. 3.)
The joints are not merely butted or lapped
but are tongued together by a groove and tongue of
extraordinary depth and narrowness.
This excited
great interest, for no hand tool is now known that would
cut so deep a chase along the edge of a narrow board :
its smoothness and regularity suggested a kind of
narrow grooving plane.
Figure 5 gives a sectional
view of the rich mouldings cut upon all the transverse
and diagonal ribs : the bulk of each is from eleven to
twelve inches square in section, with considerably more
vertical bulk at the base where it rests on the stone
springer. It must have taken prodigious and almost
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endless labour to cut these bold hollows and rounds
along twenty-eight great ribs; upon close inspection
every tool mark is visible with surprisingly few irregularities. As the (illustrations show, the junctions of
the ribs with the ridge are concealed behind carved
bosses : the larger of these—covering the cross-over of
the diagonal ribs—are about two feet diameter, formed
as huge bowls with the core removed, probably to prevent
splitting.
So far we have examined the structure of the vault
from below. We must ascend a staircase, pass round
the clearstorey passage of the tower and enter by a
narrow Norman doorway the space between the roof
and top surface of the vault.
Here everything is
reversed, the ridge rib which was farthest from us when
below, is now immediately beneath our feet; and the
ribs collected upon the stone springers which were
nearest our eyes, now appear deep down in dark pockets
far below, their lower extremities, at the time of my
surveys, vanishing out of sight in accumulations of dust
and cobwebs. Moreover, there is a stout post to be
seen holding against the wall and rising up out of each
pocket. From these posts spring out horizontal struts
like a sign post, in three directions, to make junction
with the top surfaces of the diagonal and transverse ribs
at two different levels. (See figs. 3, 6 and 7.) The whole
scene is totally different from that visible below, and
in the half-light obtained from a window high in the
east gable, or that given by the beam of an electric
torch thrown into one of the dark pockets, the effect
is weird and fascinating.
My first examinations of the vault were made in this
space between its upper surfaces and the fine new roof
constructed under Lord Grimthorpe. No information
was available beyond the fact that repairs had been
carried out in the late seventeenth century, and again
under Grimthorpe in 1872, who, finding the surface
boarding extensively decayed—in places literally held
together by the paint and capable of transmitting
light—he had canvas glued down over the top surfaces.
He also had provided an excellent central gangway
spanning from truss to truss of his roof which obviates
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the necessity of treading on the vaulting when passing
from the tower to the east end. This gangway proved
of great value during the actual repairs, but I was
obliged to dispense with its sure and steady foothold
in order to examine the ancient timbers.
The first thing was to make myself thoroughly
acquainted with the methods of construction, and the
wall posts above referred to gave me the key: it
appeared that the bases of these posts rested on the
tops of the stone springers and that the feet of the
principal ribs were in some way secured to them. As
appeared later, each by one great tenon. (See right
half fig. 3.)
T o prove this I cautiously descended into several
of the pockets, being careful to tread only on the top
surfaces of the great ribs; but the accumulations of
dust and festoons of cobwebs obscured every detail,
and which, when disturbed, almost choked and blinded
me.
The struts jutting out from the wall posts and
tenoned into the backs of the ribs struck me as being
an excellent method of framing the structure, moreover,
they were most useful when descending into the pockets
and in the even more difficult task of climbing out
again: but upon grasping one as something to pull
against, it bodily moved off its seating on the rib,
disclosing a mass of powder where originally had been
a mortice and tenon joint. It was obvious the vault
had been attacked by the worm and was probably still
active, for holes were detected through the stiffly glued
canvas of fairly recent introduction. But a thorough
survey was impossible until all dust and rubbish had
been removed. This was accomplished, as in the tower,
by calling in the British Vacuum Cleaner Company.
By means of their powerful suction plant, one and a
half tons of fine dust were removed from the top
surfaces, but this did not include the whole of the
accumulations deep in the pockets as the very confined
space made it impossible for the operator to obtain
a foothold and use his tool. (The lowest deposits were
extricated from below at a later date when the scaffold
was in position.)
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It was necessary to exercise the greatest caution in
crawling about over the sloping surfaces of the vault.
There was the double risk of injury to person and
fabric, and my first duty was to impress upon the
workmen the great need for constant care as a false
step might mean a hole through a valuable painted
panel, if nothing worse.
It was impossible to layboards down to tread upon as these would impede the
work, but ropes were suspended from the roof trusses
to which the men could hold or attach themselves as
necessary. Down in one of the pockets some of the
short boards between the ribs were reduced to the
strength of paper, and one man pushed his foot
through. Immediately the deep dust on which he was
standing poured through into space, giving the alarming
impression that the whole support was sinking and he
was going with it. Fortunately the hole was small and
the foot quickly withdrawn, but it served as a sharp
lesson in what we were up against.
The removal of the dust was a revelation.
Some
of the great ribs had large cavities where once sound
joints had been. None of the horizontal tie beams
from the wall posts were functioning as ties, but simply
added to the dead weight of the arched ribs. In the
largest cavity in a diagonal rib (marked A., figs. 3 and 4)
I could lay the whole length of my arm : for this length
a mere shell of a twelve inch byj twelve inch rib had
been left and the mouldings on the under side had
been perforated in a long slit through which it was
possible to see the pavement over sixty feet below.
But the state of affairs at the base of wall posts and
ribs down in the pockets was still more alarming. In
nearly every case the huge bases of these posts,
averaging about two feet by one foot six inches, had
been so completely eaten away that only a few very
hard fibres depending like stalactites now reached and
rested on the stone. And, in many cases, especially
along the south wall, it was possible to stand between
the base of the rib and the wall post where originally
had been a continuity of timber and a huge tenon
passing into a mortise in the wall post. (See figs. 3
and 9.)
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Along the north side the condition in the pockets
appeared to be somewhat better; there was much less
loss of bulk at feet of ribs and posts, but on the other
hand all were much attacked by worm with many signs
of recent activity. It was clear that in the most serious
cases, the ribs were entirely unattached or held at their
feet, and that they had been so eaten away that
very little remained to support them upon the stone
springers—how precariously little, no one realized until
the scaffold was up and the shields had been removed.
I have computed that during the six hundred odd years
of the vault's existence the death watch beetle had
completely destroyed about twenty-five cubic feet of
oak, and brought the structure in many places to a
most dangerous condition. In fact it was difficult to
see why some of the ribs had not become dislodged,
but the whole vault suffered this damage so very
gradually and would adjust itself the while as timber
structures do, so that weak members seem to derive
assistance from their immediate neighbours, thus
enabling the whole thing to hold up by its eyebrows
so to speak. Moreover, bearing in mind its great area,
it is light in weight.
The canvas laid by Grimthorpe was not removed but
it was lifted away from the tops of ribs and important
joints, etc. Under it and in the dust large quantities
of dead beetles were found. Also down in the dust
of the pockets a number of heavy seven-inch nails were
discovered. (See fig. 11.) Some may have been
dropped by the original builders, but several had
undoubtedly become loose by the action of the beetle;
for all the small surface ribs had been secured at their
ends by nails, and in many cases these ends had entirely
vanished due to worm activity.
In pocket No. 7, against the tower, the ribs were
charred black by fire, also it was found that neither
the surface boarding nor the painted decoration over
this pocket was original work. When this fire occurred
and the work made good there is no record to state.
The fresh and clean condition of the timber produced
by the vacuum cleaner revealed a fine set of carpenters'
marks, varying with each pocket, and each member of
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a set bearing the same mark.
They consisted of
portions of inscribed circles arranged tangentially giving
S and more complicated shapes plus incised lines, but
neither the one nor the other appeared to be letters
or numerals.
(I have given one in fig. 4.)
Their
object was this. The masons would be able to supply
the carpenters with templates of the vault's curvature,
the lengths and widths of the bays were easily
ascertainable, and with this information the carpenters
could fashion their ribs, posts, and struts, and put the
whole skeleton together upon the ground; the pins
being pushed through the mortices and tenons by hand
alone. Thus every joint could be adjusted and the
truth of the whole frame verified. Before dismembering,
the marks referred to would be cut upon all the timbers,
then no confusion would ensue when they were hoisted
in position and finally assembled.
Another important point revealed by the vacuum
cleaner was the timber added by way of repair when
the vault was overhauled in 1682.
This consisted
chiefly of new backbones to the lower ends of a few
of the ribs found very badly decayed at that time.
They had done their work well, but having become
infested with the worm were almost as bad as the
original ribs. But I had already resolved not to use
timber in repairs, and inspection of those seventeenth
century rider ribs strengthened my resolve.
The problem that presented itself was many sided.
T o repair and strengthen a seriously decayed structure
of wood without altering its form or obtruding on visible
surfaces. T o do this in situ without removal of its
parts and to make all permanently secure without
interference with the priceless colour decoration which
entirely covers its under surfaces. T o impregnate the
wood with a powerful insecticide without in any way
causing damage or discoloration to the paintings.
The form of the structure itself presented many
difficulties, and perhaps risks, which demanded a scheme
in which every detail must be thought out beforehand.
The next step was to erect a tubular steel scaffold
over the entire area of presbytery and Saint's Chapel
and to floor this over with stout boards at a level about
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half way up the stone springers. (See fig. 8.) This
took over a fortnight to erect partly owing to its having
to pass over the Wallingford Screen and St. Alban's
Shrine which, together with the ChantrY tombs, required
special protection. The shields at the springers were
removed (they bear the arms of county families who
contributed to the repairs of 1682), and it was then
possible closely to examine the feet of the ribs, and
the whole length of each rib by means of steps, etc.
The condition of the bases of all those along the
south wall was incredible, there were numerous gaps
where the wood had entirely gone. In many other
places it was so soft that a pencil point would easily
penetrate, and only a few members of the face
mouldings, perhaps no more than an inch or so in
thickness, were the means of support—and that on the
very edge of the stonework.
Also the surface boarding at many bases was entirely
rotten and a few were removed from each pocket so
enabling all rubbish to be cleared out. This also
permitted a very clear view of the interior of the
pockets, which were once practically solid with good
oak upon the springer platforms. Now in many cases
merely empty caverns with a central honeycombed post
tapering away to almost nothing at its base, surrounded
by the empty shells of the principal ribs. (See fig. 9.)
What, from the floor below, for generations had
appeared sound solid work was found to be little more
than scenery—yet it held.
My scheme of repair took the following form; but
let me say here and now that it presented some novel,
difficult and arduous operations, and that its successful
accomplishment without damage or accident, is very
largely due to the Contractors, Messrs C. Miskin and
Sons, and to their very able staff who worked with me.
In principle my idea was to provide the whole web
of the vault with a light metal backbone, first treating
all members with insecticide solution. After discussing
the possibilities of some metal like duralumium which
proved too costly, I decided upon having the best
quality Staffordshire Crown Iron specially rolled in
single lengths for each rib, six inches wide and three-
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eighths of an inch thick. These would bend to the
curves without heating—and throughout the whole job
prevention from fire was a primary consideration in
everything.
The wall posts were slung up in chains to the roof
trusses, while an iron band was placed around each
just above the lower struts and well built into the wall,
see fig. 6. The decayed bases of the posts were
then sawn off just below the lower struts, leaving the
old posts temporarily suspended. This was managed
only with great difficulty by using a two-handed saw
horizontally. The extraction of the bases proved equally
difficult for there was no room to haul them up past
the horizontal ties. It was necessary to split them in
half or in three pieces before this could be accomplished.
For this reason the stumps shown in fig. 10 do not
represent complete post bases. At this period also,
stout screw eyes were driven into the tops of all the
ribs, looped with stout woven wires and also tied up
to the roof trusses. Thus the whole vault was slung,
obviating the possible necessity of strutting from below
which would have seriously impeded other work there
going on. Strutting, moreover, would not have been
satisfactory owing to the scaffold never being actually
at rest while anybody was working on it.
The next operation was to get the crown iron plates
up to the roof and into the space above the vault—a
difficult process owing to the lengths of the plates,
but successfully accomplished through a turret door at
the end of the gutter. The plates were drilled, laid
upon the top surfaces of the ribs and securely screwed
and bolted down. Where the wood was hard enough
coach screws were used, but in some places it was
necessary to pass a bolt right through the rib. Where
cavities had been disclosed in some of the ribs, these
were first filled solidly with a plastic wood composition.
The lower ends of these plates stopped short of the
bases of the ribs; over them were bolted a pair of L
irons, marked B, fig. 4, which were carried forward
and downward; each group of three pairs meeting hard
against the wall on the stone platform where the post
base originally had its seating.
Thus the decayed
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feet of the great ribs were relieved of downward
pressure and once more became anchored back to the
walls. In addition, a short iron tie bar was fixed between
the plates on each rib and the new band around the
wall post (marked C, fig. 4), thereby creating a
triangulated foot support, capable of standing a much
greater strain than the members of this vault ever could
possibly exert.
The walL posts were now underpinned, by building
short piers of stock brickwork in blue lias lime mortar
resting upon the tops of the stone springers, carried
up and tightly pinned under the posts where recentlysawn, thus providing a sure and imperishable seating.
These piers entirely enveloped the lower ends of the
L irons coming from the main ribs (see figs. 4 and 7).
These operations made the vault secure at its points
of support, and when accomplished, anxiety rapidly
lifted from our minds. But there was still the weight
of the iron plates upon the backs of the old ribs, which
while not great, was exerting a certain pressure that
might tend to depress the crown or ridge of the vault.
A very slight risk possibly, yet where a ready means
presented itself of neutralizing the load, was not to
be tolerated. Near the apex, each trio of ribs was
connected by an L iron marked D, fig. 4, bolted to
their back plates parallel with the ridge rib; and from
this a hanger " E " was taken up in each bay to the
tie beams of the modern roof trusses which are well
able to sustain the small load, if ever the plating of
the vault ribs should cause a slight depression of the
crown. Thus the entire vault has received a new and
imperishable backbone, while retaining almost the whole
of its original members and with no alteration or change
on its under surfaces.
The cutting off of the bases of the posts afforded
means of examining the wood. There appeared to be
two species, some of it undoubtedly was oak, while
other bits looked like chestnut in which no silver grain
of the medullary rays could be found. T o settle the
matter, which was of some interest, I submitted
samples, which appeared to differ in character, for
expert examination by the Forest Products Research
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Laboratory, and by them I am informed that in all
cases the samples examined proved to be oak.
D ecoration.
When it was decided that access to the underside
of the vault must be had by means of a floored scaffold,
I was instructed to call in Professor E . W. Tristram
in order that he might take this very favourable
opportunity of examining the painted surfaces and
preserve the work, which had got into a grimy condition.
He carried out this very important work while my men
were busy on the upper surfaces. This is the largest
painted wooden vault in the country.
As already
stated it was erected in the latter half of the thirteenth
century, but the painted decoration we now see was
done under Abbot Wheathampsted about the middle
of the fifteenth century. A question that had passed
through the minds of many people was : " In what way
was the vault decorated at the time of its completion?"
for it was thought that very faint traces could be
discerned through the later pigments. From the scaffold
distinct scrolling forms could be made out near the
ridge ribs, and by applying a powerful electric light
close to the surface Professor Tristram was able to
follow not only the forms but also the colours of the
whole scheme of thirteenth century decoration, and
made drawings of it on the spot.
Thus this remarkable vault possesses entire, two
complete schemes of colour decoration, one on top of
the other, with a period of one hundred and fifty years
between their execution.
Details of both colour schemes are fully described
by Professor Tristram in an article which appeared
in Country Life issued March 28th, 1931 (from which
the large photographs appearing herewith were taken).
He also describes his discovery of a remarkable
painting on the east wall of the tower, " depicting Christ
in Majesty within an aureole," etc. (See fig. 1.) It
is unfortunately largely covered by the later decoration.
The scaffold made it possible to examine the whole
of the wall surfaces in the presbytery, and everywhere
remains of colour decoration were found. The masonry
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was covered with a thin film of plaster or lime on which
a masonry pattern had been traced—disregarding the
true jointing—and decorated with crescents and roses.
The window arch mouldings were painted in colours
like the ribs of the vault and there were one or two
bands of scroll ornament, with figures of Saints in a few
places (see St. William of York previously discovered
in the Saint's Chapel).
It is difficult now to imagine the presbytery vault
of St. A l b a n s Abbey as the coloured ceiling of a huge
apartment in which all available surfaces were glowing
with rich decoration from floor to vault; yet it was but
a fitting surround to the high altar and that dazzling
gem of colour work, the shrine of St. Alban.
When the Church could command artists and craftsmen working together in a living national style,
beautiful work was constantly being produced that
everyone understood and enjoyed.
The blighting
effects of an industrial revolution with resultant controversies on art and taste, were fortunately spared the
Gothic builders. Art was then a true expression of
man's best efforts, entering naturally into the lives of
all classes. But few knew it by that name, for indeed
a label was unnecessary while taste was uncorrupted.
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